Interested in careers intersecting science and government policy?

Want to gain first-hand experience in establishing and implementing science-related policy?

Want to know more about the AAAS S&T Policy Fellowships, one of the most prestigious in the U.S.?

This workshop will present

- Fellowships information, presented by Salaeha Shariff, Project Director of AAAS S&T Policy Fellowships

- Personal experience shared by a current fellow, Dr. Jennifer Gordon, Fellow at the Department of Health and Human Services

- Also in process (but not confirmed): a fellow alumnus, who can speak about post-fellowship career opportunities

More detail of fellowship opportunity: AAAS S&T Policy Fellows select assignments in Congressional offices or federal agencies. This is a year-long opportunity, with some federal agencies offering the ability to renew for a second year. The stipend is approximately $74,000 to $97,000, depending on years of experience and previous salary.

The Ph.D. Career Planning Series is a collaborative project of:
- The Office of Postdoctoral and Visiting Scholar Services, UCLA Graduate Division
- The California NanoSystems Institute (CNSI)
- The Society of Postdoctoral Scholars at UCLA
- David Geffen School of Medicine, Office of Graduate Students and Postdoctoral Scholars

Space is limited!

You must register:

RSVP
http://AAASScienceAndTech.eventbrite.com/